
our solution for the

Travel industry 



Specialist for the travel industry 

The eTraining Company has been the specialist for the travel in-
dustry for years. And that has everything to do with the fact that 
the elearning portals we deliver to travel-clients include more 
than 200 ready-to-use training courses about countries, cities and 
regions.

To get a good impression on how our portals work and experien-
ce the training method yourself, you can log on to the following 
portal: 

uk.etraveltraining.eu

You can use the following login codes to enter the platform as a 
user 

Username: Exampletravel!
Password: Exampletravel!



Strong solution 

Besides the user-friendly portal, the user-friendly Content Ma-
nagement System (with which you can easily create modules 
yourself) and the user-friendly training modules, we offer entre-
preneurs in the travel sector a number of unique extras: 

Our solution includes:  

A recognisable learning portal that we set up for you in the 
look and feel of your company 

200 tourism training modules on countries, regions and cities 
that we offer free of charge to your users 

Various skills modules (including social media, sales and hos-
pitality training) 

Strong motivation tools (like the button ‘My advantage’)  a 
module with sign-on function to stimulate users based on 
attractive prizes  and or studytrips 

A quiz module with which fun travel quizzes can be put to-
gether to enthuse users. These quizzes can be offered to 
them at the start or completion of a learning process.

An internal mailbox system with which you can inform, sti-
mulate and enthuse your users individually or by group 



Creative, Effective, Interactive 

With the ETraining Dashboard, we are able to offer you a well 
thought-out and user-friendly e-learning portal. With the help of 
sophisticated tools, we set up a completely personalised learning 
website for your organisation. Through simple and clear 
navigation, the processing time to get to know the navigation 
structure is not more than 2 minutes. 

An important factor! After all, you want to inform not irritate! your 
target groups.  In addition, our technology provides you with a 
method that is not only efficient, but also proven to very effective. 
Users are actively involved in the modules. Not just by answering 
a simple multiple choice question now and then, but by having 
them click, drag and drop, think about statements and ask them 
to solve (fun!) questions. The modules also have a strong visual 
appeal. No books online, no overkill of information, but learning 
in a way that is appealing and  effective.

Would you like to know more about our product, the possibili-
ties and extras? Download our whitepaper with all the benefits of 
ETraining Dashboard.


